E92 328i

The E92 i was the first 3 Series model produced with a turbocharged petrol engine. Cars with
run-flats are not equipped with a spare tyre. Introduced in , [2] it uses the BMW S65 naturally
aspirated V8 engine and was produced in sedan, coupe and convertible body styles. The design
for the fifth generation 3 Series was frozen in mid, approximately 30 months before the start of
production. The range was introduced in March for MY with the sedan and wagon body styles.
Production of the E90 concluded after the model year, succeeded by the F30 for Trim levels
typically were similar to the E90 sedan, however the M3 wasn't produced in the wagon body
style. Several markets outside Europe only offered a small subset of models in the wagon body
style. In the United States and Canada, the only wagon model available prior to was the xi, [13]
and then the i and xi from onwards. These include the tail-light design L-shaped on the coupe ,
more steeply angled headlights and smaller side windows. For later generations, these body
styles are marketed as the 4 Series. The E93 convertible was BMW's first model to use a
retractable hardtop folding metal roof , instead of the cloth roof as previously used. The E93
was one of first retractable hardtops in its price range. The E93's side windows are 30 percent
larger than its E46 convertible predecessor, resulting in a 38 percent increase in visibility.
Official specifications are as follows: [22]. At the front, MacPherson struts with an aluminum
hub carrier and aluminum dual lower links forming a virtual pivot point are used. This design
was previously used on all 5, 7 and 8 series BMW models. The rear suspension is a 5-link
Multi-link suspension , with fabricated steel subframe, fabricated steel control arms, and cast
iron carrier. There have been 49 original wheel styles produced for this model. Optional features
some of which are standard on higher models include Xenon headlamps, automatic climate
control, parking sensors , power-adjustable seats, satellite navigation, glass sunroof, heated
front seats, Bluetooth and USB audio input. Optional equipment could be ordered individually
or combined into packages. Optional interior colours, known as BMW Individual, were also
available at extra cost. The contents of the 'Premium Package' varies according to model year
and market. The B3 was powered by turbocharged 6-cylinder petrol engine and the D3 was
powered by a turbocharged 4-cylinder diesel engine. Its position in the model lineup was
between the regular i and the M3, and approximately 4, units were produced. The is uses a
higher performance version of the N54 engine, which increases boost from 8. Transmission
options were a 7-speed double clutch transmission DCT with launch control or a 6-speed
manual transmission. The manual transmission has an upgraded clutch compared to the
regular i. Other changes compared to the i include stiffer engine mounts, a higher-flow exhaust
system, an upgraded cooling system, a different steering wheel, sport seats and "is" badging
on dash and in the instrument cluster. In September , the facelift LCI versions of the sedan and
wagon were released for the model year. Styling changes included front and rear bumpers, wing
mirrors, headlights, taillights, boot lid, wider kidney grilles and revised crease lines for the
bonnet. The new xDrive models received xDrive badges on the bumper and both the right and
left sides right below the side marker lamps. For the interior, crash-activated head restraints
were added to the front seats, the optional "Professional" navigation system was updated,
iDrive was updated and the resolution of the display was increased. For the model year, [47] the
Sport, Lifestyle and Exclusive Edition were introduced for sedan and wagon models. The d
wagon model was added, as was the d EfficientDynamics Edition sedan. Mechanical changes
included compliance with the EU5 emission standard, EU6 emission compliance optional for the
d and d models, power increases for the d, d, d and d models, the N54 engine in the i being
replaced by N55 engine, and additional features for BMW ConnectedDrive. The Euro NCAP
noted the poor pedestrian protection awarding 4 points out of 36, reporting the 3 Series was
"very disappointing" in this measure. The 3 Series received "Good" marks in all six of the
frontal crash test categories, [50] and "Good" marks in six of the nine categories in the side
impact test. The convertible is rated "Marginal" in side impacts, [52] making the 3 Series
convertible the lowest rated vehicle currently sold in its class in IIHS tests. In November , BMW
recalled , 3 Series cars from model years â€”11 with climate control system electronic
components at risk of overheating, due to a faulty blower motor. In , Norbert Reithofer and
Development Chief Burkhard Goeschel started an initiative to halve the time it took to reach full
production of the next generation 3 Series from six months to three. First marketed in March ,
the car quickly became BMW Group's best-selling car worldwide, and by the end of the year ,
vehicles had been delivered. The E90 marked the 15th consecutive year that the 3 Series was
named on Car and Driver's 10Best. Units sold according to BMW's annual reports: [74]. From
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Compact executive car D. Nico DeMattia. That can upset many BMW enthusiasts that miss the
days of natural aspiration. Admittedly, BMW made some incredible free-breathing inline-six
engines, engines that were some of the best in the industry. Yet, they no longer exist on
production BMWs. That means that if you want a naturally-aspirated BMW, you have to look at
the used market, which is something many enthusiasts are doing. Under its hood lies a 3. The
new B48 2. From mph, the old E92 BMW i gets from mph in about 6. The new F30 i? It can do the
same sprint in about 5. So the old E92 i is significantly slower than its more modern
replacement. However, its free-revving engine is infinitely more enjoyable to use than the more
modern turbocharged engine. It revs so cleanly and fantastically, all the while making that
old-school BMW I6 noise that we all love and miss. When paired with a six-speed manual, you
get to properly rev that engine out and keep it in the meat of its powerband. It also looks superb,
the E92 3 Series Coupe. Its proportions are bang-on and it just looks so good, even years later.
Its interior is also simple and uncluttered, lacking any of the crazy fancy tech of more modern
BMWs. The best part of the E92 BMW i, though? When you consider its great looks, brilliant
engine, more pure driving dynamics and low price point, it could be the best used car deal for
BMW enthusiasts on the market. BMW i7. Continue Reading Below. E92 BMW i. Facebook
Twitter Email. You may also like. More from 3 Series. Videos See all. F82 M4 vs. E92 M3 V8 21
February How to unlock and start your BMW with a dead key fob 8 February About Advertise
Contact. Ujjwal Rathore. The styling differed from the sedan much more than in previous
generations, and was not simply a 3 Series sedan with two doors taken off in the styling
department. It had a completely different front end, as well as a new rear end. The coupe and
convertible shared the same engines, as well as the same interior as the sedan. E90 models are
a dime a dozen on the roads, and while the E92 is not a rare car, it is less common, which
means you stand out that much more. The two doors also just look much better, and the
changes to the front and rear end over the sedan make the coupe and convertible a more
attractive looking car. The E92 was also available in AWD. Meaning if you want an AWD coupe
or convertible, the E46 is not a suitable option. The U. All of these cars had inline-6 cylinder
engines, and were available with a 6-Speed transmission, or an automatic. The car received a
facelift for the model year with new styling, and some updates to the iDrive. To see a photo
comparison of the two, check this out. The i featured a 3. Although it lacks all the power of the i
due to having no turbochargers, it is much more reliable. It also sounds great too, and has the
characteristic inline-six smoothness. The i is also the more affordable E The i introduced the
famed twin turbo 3. This engine is loved by the enthusiast community due to its tunability. It is
very common to see tuned N54 i models beating E92 M3s at the drag strip. This came with some
drawbacks however. With the facelift, the N54 engine was replaced with the N It still produced
the same horsepower, and same torque, but they went from twin turbos to single turbo with two
scrolls. Driving wise, there was not much a difference. But the N55 fixed some of the reliability
issues of the N A drawback of this being a less tuner friendly engine. The is started production
in , and lasted through It kept the N54 engine past unlike the non s models, and had a 22 hp and
75 lb-ft increase over the standard model. Like the other models, it came with a 6-speed manual.
But instead of a torque converter automatic, you could get a 7-speed dual clutch. Some other

upgrades included styling changes to the front and rear, different wheels, and is badging in the
instrument cluster, as well as the dash. G80 M3. Continue Reading Below. Buying Guide E92
E92 3 Series. Facebook Twitter Email. You may also like. More from 3 Series. Videos See all. F82
M4 vs. E92 M3 V8 21 February How to unlock and start your BMW with a dead key fob 8
February About Advertise Contact. Description Customer Reviews These carbon fiber doors are
only about 7lbs each - and surprisingly rigid! The doors are a tremendous weight savings
opportunity in your race car. They are usually gutted and stripped of all internal pieces for
weight savings and simplification, which is a time consuming process. And the finished door
will never be as light as this piece. No other carbon fiber doors we have seen are as light or as
strong as these motorsport-grade pieces. The door includes an outer skin and a partial inner
skin. There is no provision for the window mechanism. The interior cavity of the door is open
and may fit around or be trimmed to fit with most NASCAR door bars or cross braces. A
certified racing cage is required no side impact bar is included and these will not be sold for
street cars. BimmerWorld race carbon parts are designed first and foremost to be functional by
reducing weight and lowering lap times. If the "carbon look" is what you're after, there is no
shortage of cheaper carbon-wrapped fiberglass or reinforced plastic pieces on the market. We
had to look elsewhere for our motorsport carbon products because what was out there was too
heavy or not rigid enough for real world competition use. If it didn't directly make our own cars
faster, we were not interested. Our carbon pieces are Made in the USA by a composites
manufacturer with years of top-level motorsports expertise. This is a racing part for motorsport
use and certain attributes normally found in street parts have been eliminated. For finishing, we
recommend vinyl wrap or paint with additional surface prep and a clearcoat layer. BimmerWorld
race carbon parts are designed solely to improve performance. Surface finish and appearance
are not priorities in our racing parts. Carbon may be unfinished or sometimes with a minimal
clearcoat for UV protection. You will not find high gloss finishes here for style points. If your
priorities are a show car shine there is no shortage of cheaper carbon-wrapped fiberglass or
plastic pieces on the market. These are usually loaded with fiberglass, filler, resin, and many
clearcoat layers that make them too heavy or not rigid enough for real world competition use. If
you wish to apply a finish we suggest vinyl wrap or a light filler skim coat and then paint. In any
case, professional prep and installation are strongly advised. Be the First To Know. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. This was the best car buying
experience I ever had. No pressure the cars were the best very clean low priced. I got a lot better
car for my money. I would defiantly them to everyone I know. They were also very nice. I was
very satisfied by the service that this dealership gave me. They responded very quickly and I
was able to get a great deal for the car that I wanted. My experience with this company was
amazing. Thank you so much for your help and patiently answering all of my questions. I get
there for a Lexus RX , but ended up with the newer model , he was so professional, explained to
me all the details about the car, and finally, I got the best car for my budget. Super impressed by
the sales staff. Maverick was funny, easy going and made the buying process smooth and
painless. A real surprisingly good car buying experience. Very responsive dealer albeit winter
storms and weather prevented me to complete sale because I live in a different state. Hector
was very responsive. He was patient with us when we had a mistake made by our insurance. It
was a great experience. But I had to go to Indiana today get my truck so excited. Great customer
service,. Great customer service! Got straight to the point! No run around or bs leaving with a
better car than expected! Yes they answered all my questions about this Gladiator and the
letters can be removed which was great news for me! Still looking but will keep this one in
mind! Got back to me promptly and is not blowing my phone up,because I inquired about a car.
Seems to be a good place to buy a car Very quick to respond and very attentive, but I have
decided not to purchase at this time. Not very attentive on working with the customer, offered
more than retail for there car and was told no, some one will be behind you to buy it if you don't,
is that why they have had the car for 4 months,. Drove the car, preferred a different car they had
on the lot. David was very helpful, no pressure, and their cars are beautiful. The car I liked there
is still very high on my list. Car was disgusting. Filthy and smelled weird. Salesman keep trying
to push us to take it anyways. I don't suggest going here unless you're really desperate. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.

Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. My BMW d is 6 years old with , miles.
Other than normal wear maintenance and upkeep I have had absolutely no issues. I will
continue to be a loyal BMW buyer in the future. The three series is a good combination of great
engineering driving satisfaction sporty with a little bit of luxury. BMW stands up to its reputation
of the ultimate driv Read more. I drove a Dodge, and a Chevy, before driving this car not my first
bimmer btw and they are NOT problem-free vehicles ei Overall I think this is a nice model year.
Why Use CarGurus? Part installations must be performed by a licensed ASE Certified mechanic.
In the event a part sold with a warranty fails to operate within the warranty period we will
replace the part s with a functionally equivalent part or refund the part purchase price, at our
option. Once you obtain an RMA number, please ship the item back to us at the below address
along with all proper documentation and original RMA number:. International Shipping is
available at this time on select parts only. Please see the individual listing and its Shipping Tab
for availability to your location. Pick up at our facilities is available. Please send us an eBay
Message prior to your purchase to arrange pick up. All parts are shipped within business days
of purchase unless otherwise stated. Please allow business days for delivery of your part s.
Most areas within the continental US receive their items within 5 business days. No expedited
shipping options are available at this time. If an item arrives damaged, please contact us
immediately through eBay Messaging within at least 24 hours for further instructions. The items
that you see in the pictures are the same items that will be shipped to you. If we are unable to
answer your questions before the listing ends, the item will be re-listed again soon for you to
purchase. Core Charge. A core charge is sometimes applied to rebuildable parts such as
engines or alternators that can be redeemed for a portion of their original price. If the part you
are purchasing has a core charge applied, it will be noted in the description. Parts Grading. A
standard code system is used to communicate the condition and quality of a part between
automotive recyclers, automotive repair shops, and insurers. Knowing how these codes are
used will help you understand whether the part meets your expectations before you buy it and
what you can expect from the part when you receive it. To learn more about Parts Grading click
here. Welcome to our eBay Store! The 30 Day period starts when you take possession of the
part. No labor warranty is provided Part installations must be performed by a licensed ASE
Certified mechanic In the event a part sold with a warranty fails to operate within the warranty
period we will replace the part s with a functionally equivalent part or refund the part purchase
price, at our option. No refund on deposits or unwanted special order parts or special "cut"
items. Shop with confidence, we'll pay return shipping charges. We try to answer all messages
within 24 hours. A Grade - The highest quality part. B Grade - The second level quality part. It is
of average miles and normal condition for its age. C Grade - The third level quality part. No
Grade - A part that has not yet been graded. Please see our full Price Match Policy for details.
For more information, go to Often, slight modifications are required such as trimming, sanding,
filing, or smoothing the surface in order to get best fitment and appearance. We also install this
product at our own installation facility in southern California. I must say that I am very pleased
with the fitment of the bumper. Alan and their entire customer service team leave some other
vendors looking pretty poor. It's flush lines are very, very close to stock if not just slightly off in
the rear. I could probably adjust it perfectly with a little tweaking though. I don't even notice it. I
think the pictures speak for themselves. Overall, I would say 9. Thanks again to Alan
Modbargains. Pictures below on white i - Rooringhusky E90post. Professional installation and
painting is highly recommended. See our Promo Codes before Checkout. You save. Rating
Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required.
Review Subject Required. Comments Required. We Price Match! Current Stock:. Quantity:
Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Quick view Choose Options. Fits your Change Vehicle.
Change Vehicle. Sorry, I don't understand this YouTube link. Video successfully uploaded. Your
video will appear once it is approved. Add Another Video. My Account Sign In. BMW 2 Series.
BMW 3 Series. BMW 4 Series. BMW 5 Series. BMW 6 Series. BMW 7 Series. BMW 8 Series. BMW
Classics. BMW X Series. BMW Z Series. BMW i Series. This is a factory BMW accessory so it fits
great, looks and sounds phenomenal, and is exceptional quality. The sound is mildly more
aggressive than the stock exhaust with a slightly more throaty note. This exhaust will waken up
the stock personality with a better sound and improved flow. If you feel the stock exhaust is just
TOO quiet this is a great option without going overboard. To quote one user, "It feels much
different than a stock i. Quiet enough to sound classy, and a clean sporty growl when you rev it
up. On some models you will need to cut the stock exhaust after the resonator to install this;
other models are already a two-piece system. A BMW factory exhaust clamp is included to
mount to the factory cat section. We also recommend using the exhaust sealing paste to ensure
a leak-free install. T : Part : Checking Vehicle Fitment All warranties, product application,
fitment, and performance are the responsibility of Turner Motorsport. For additional information

see the terms of use. Selected Options. Expected Ship Date: Days. Add to Wish List. Create
Account. Enter your email address below and instructions to reset your password will be
emailed to you. Please try again or Reset Your Password. Too many invalid login attempts,
contact Turner Motorsport Customer Support. Login Recover Password Cancel Recovery. Add
Cancel. Price Alert Request At least one option needs to be selected. There was an error
submitting your request, please try again. On Sale. Offered with free shipping. Reduced to this
price:. Email Address. Recover Lost Password. Password must be at least 8 characters.
Password must contain a lowercase letter, an uppercase letter, a digit and a special character!
Choose how many gift cards you would like below. You can set the denomination in your cart
during checkout. ECS Tuning is not affiliated with any automobile manufacturers. Cancel Add.
Create Account. Enter your email address below and instructions to reset your password will be
emailed to you. Please try again, or Reset Your Password. Email Password Password must be at
least 8 characters. Passphrase Zip Code. BMW E92 i N52 3. Billet Short-Shifter Kit Reduce shift
throw without increased noise - civilized performance for the discerning enthusiast. ES : Mfg : D
Qty: Choose how many gift cards you would like below. Availability: In Stock. Free Shipping.
Mfg : E9XC. Availability: Expected Ship Date: Apr 26, For vehicles with manual transmission.
Mfg : TMS Universal Short shifter V2 - Black A performance, manual short shifter that gives you
the quick and easy shifts you are looking for, without breaking the bank! Universal Short shifter
V3 - Black Reverse Button A performance, manual short shifter that gives you the quick and
easy shifts you are looking for, without breaking the bank! Mfg : Dakota Leather Manual Shift
Boot - Schwarz Replace your old, tired shift boot for a fresh appearance For vehicles with
manual transmission. Availability: Expected Ship Date: Mar 24, Mfg : ASBK1. Availability:
Expected Ship Date: Apr 13, Mfg : ALBK1. Recover Lost Password. Password must be at least 8
characters. Password must contain a lowercase letter, an uppercase letter, a digit and a special
character! Choose how many gift cards you would like below. You can set the denomination in
your cart during checkout. ECS T
2015 challenger on 24s
1999 ford ranger owners manual
02 taurus
uning is not affiliated with any automobile manufacturers. Cancel Add. Create Account. Enter
your email address below and instructions to reset your password will be emailed to you.
Please try again, or Reset Your Password. Email Password Password must be at least 8
characters. Passphrase Zip Code. BMW E92 i N52 3. ES : Mfg : Qty: Choose how many gift cards
you would like below. Availability: Expected Ship Date: Days. Availability: In Stock. Availability:
Expected Ship Date: Mar 24, Front Bumper Factory replacement bumper. Front Bumper Cover Primed - Pdc. M-Sport Front Bumper Comes primed and ready for paint. Mfg : KT. On SALE.
Free Shipping. Primed and ready to paint. Front Air Duct Air duct that guides air to the engine.
Modular system with attachments: ultra-strong tow hook, adjustable license plate bracket,
dynamic camera mount. Mfg : CA. For vehicles without the M-Sport Bumpers. Mfg : ECS Mfg : C
Rennline Race Hook 6 2 Piece design with bright red hook for easy spotting. Mfg : E

